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Conference Navigator 3: New features
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Introduction
Conference Navigator 3 (CN3)\(^1\) is a web system that supports conference attendees and organizers. It provides features to aid users on usual activities in a conference such as a schedule (aka conference program), proceedings, and details of each talk. However, the main purpose of CN3 is to provide features underpinning personalization, navigation support, and ultimately, social engagement.

This document describes the current functionalities of CN3 organized in those available publicly (without the need of an account), those available for users of CN3, and those specifically designed for conference attendees. In the last section, I describe some issues present in the current version of the platform and

\(^1\) http://halley.exp.sis.pitt.edu/cn3/
some ideas for enhancement. In addition, in order to visualize and to unveil the characteristics of the network created by co-bookmarking users during a conference, I also present a section describing the networks of users and authors of the UMAP 2011 conference.

**General Features**
The Home page of CN3 presents a list of conferences, grouped by series or topics. Currently, the groups are: a) User Modeling & Personalization, b) Internet & Networks, c) Technology and Education, d) Library and Information Sciences, and de) Telecommunications and Policy

![CN3 Home page](image)

**Figure 1: Cn3 Home page, with the general menu on the top and the list of conferences in the bottom.**

**Proceedings (proceedings.php)**
In this section the user can see the complete list of talks of a conference. Depending on the information provided by the organizer, this list can include the main papers of the conference, posters, talks, panels, and even workshop papers. This page has some filtering features, as shown in Figure 2:

- **Order By:** The users can sort the list by author’s first name, presentation title, and presentation type.
- **Filters:** CN3 allows the users displaying specific types of talks by clicking on the links at the top of the list of contents. For instance, in figure 2, by clicking on the link “Invited Talk”, Cn3 will display only those talks listed under that category.
- **Expand/Collapse abstracts:** Users can expand and collapse the abstract of each talk by clicking on the boxes “See more details”, or they can toggle the abstract of the whole list of papers by clicking on “Toggle all article details”
Data model representation: In order to present in a coherent list talks that have regular content such as author(s), title, and abstract, unlike other talks that don’t have such a consistent structure such as panels or discussions, we have modeled two entities in the DB: presentation and content. The relation between these two entities it is one-to-many: one content can be associated to several presentations.

Top Items (top.php)
Figure 3 presents top.php, with the list of entities that have shown the largest activity in the system. Items most scheduled, users more active on scheduling, institutions whose users have been more active scheduling, and most used tags are the rankings shown by default when the user is not logged in the system.
Figure 3: Top Items, the page that summarizes entities with the largest activity during a conference.

The largest section in this page is devoted to showing the rank of most scheduled papers, with the most popular at the top. Each paper is presented in a separate box by its title, authors, type of paper, and conference track, as shown in Figure 4. In addition, the bottom-right corner shows the total number of users that have scheduled that paper. By clicking on that message, the system shows an expanded box with the names of the users that have scheduled that particular paper.

Figure 4: Detail of a paper presented in Top Items, with the expanded list of users

Schedule (legacy.php)
The page Schedule presents the program of the conference organized by days and sessions. Sessions belong to specific days and they can run in sequence and also in parallel. The general view of this page is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Page Schedule, showing the whole program of the conference.

The header of each session box (with yellow background) presents the time on which the session runs, the title of the session and its location. One drawback in the implementation of this page is that session boxes that run in parallel, where the sessions start and end at the same time, are not always of the same size, since it depends on the amount of text inside them. However, there is important information shown about every talk inside a session: a) Title, b) Time, c) Authors, d) Type, e) Track, and when available, f) Tags.

Talk/Paper details (presentation2.php)

The details of each paper/talk are presented on this page. The information available is a) Title, b) Authors, c) Track, d) Scheduled (the date and time this talk will be presented), e) Abstract. When available, DOI information of the possible is also displayed. In addition, there is a panel on the right side of the page showing: a) Attending: which users will attend to that talk, b) Tags: Free keywords that users have added to classify or identify this paper/talk, c) Search box: a text box where users can type to search for other papers.

On this page there are also links to allow the user login into the system, these links will forward the user back to the paper details so they they schedule it or do any other action on it.

One distinctive feature of this page is the widget “People who bookmarked this presentation, also bookmarked”, which, as the name says, shows papers/talks that have been co-bookmarked this the paper shown.
Search by keyword (searchResult.php)

Cn3 Users access this page as a result of searching on the textboxes provided in Schedule (legacy.php) or Paper details (presentation2.php). It provides a list of papers/talks that match the query issued, with some metadata associated with each one. In addition, the system provides a link to each one “Sign in to schedule”, in order to help the user logging in into the system and CN3 will redirect her back to this page.
Figure 7: Page showing the results of a search (searchResult.php)

Search by Tag (searchByTag.php)

By clicking on the links associated to tags in proceedings, schedule and paper details pages, CN3 will return a page with a list of the paper that have been tagged with the correspondent tag. The resulting page is not shown here since it is almost identical to the one shown in Figure 7 that displays the results of a query search.

Other features for non-authenticated users

There are also three pages for non authenticated user that are described altogether here since they have a minor impact in terms of direct user interaction.

FAQ: In this page there is a list of frequently asked questions that currently serves as the only documentation of the system for users.

Blog: This a link to the URL http://conferencenavigator.posterous.com/, where the developers’ team posts news about functionality, bug fixes, or other discussions related to the system.

Feedback: This widget, located on the right side of every page in CN3 as a floating div, allow the users to provide their opinion regarding bugs, request for new features, or any other comment.
Main user features
Once a user has been authenticated in the system, she should be able to: a) navigate through same pages described in the previous section with enhanced features, and b) navigate through new pages.

Enhanced features for logged in users in non-authenticated user pages

*Proceedings (proceedings.php)*
When the user is authenticated, she can add talks to her schedule, as Figure 8 shows. In addition, the dialog to schedule a talk allows the user to provide tags.

![Figure 8: Schedule and tagging dialog in proceedings page.](image)

*Top Items (top.php)*
In the Top items page, the authenticated user will be able to see the most active items in the conference by two social filters that can be accessed in the top tab menu: a) Most scheduled within my connections, and b) Most scheduled within the people I follow. When available, the user will see contextual recommendations.
Schedule (legacy.php)

Similar as proceedings, in the schedule page the authenticated user can schedule a talk by click in the calendar icon by the title of each talk. CN3 will display a dialog as the one in Figure 10 that will allow the user also to add tags to the talk she is scheduling.

Figure 10: Scheduling and tagging dialog available for authenticated users in the Schedule page.

Talk/Paper details (presentation2.php)

A user authenticated can access three features not available for non-authenticated users: a) Schedule a talk, Figure 11, b) Add tags to a talk, Figure 12, and c) Add comments to a talk, choosing with whom to share the comment, Figure 13.
Figure 11: Add to schedule button in the talk details page.

Figure 12: Add tags functionality in the talk details page.

Figure 13: Comments feature with different levels of visibility in the talk details page.
Search by keyword (searchResult.php) and search by tag (searchByTag.php)
On this page, authenticated users will see two additional features: a) highlighted talks that have been already scheduled, and b) a link to schedule talks from the list of results. Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the results in the search by keyword page. Search by tag page is omitted since the functionality is almost identical.

Figure 14: Results of a search in the search by keyword page by an authenticated user.

Pages available only for authenticated users
In the current implementation of CN3, this is the user feature more extended along the system. Users can schedule a talk by clicking on icons available on the Proceedings and Schedule

My CN3 (my.php): Checking self-user profile
Authenticated users use this page to see: a) A summary of their profile information, b) the list of talks they have scheduled, and c) their connections (bidirectional relationships), user they follow and users that follow them. Figure 15 presents a screenshot of this page. If available, the system also presents a list of recommendations of user to follow or to connect to.
Checking other users’ profile(user.php)
In a similar way as My CN3, the users can see the talks scheduled by other users, basic information of their profile and their connections. There are, thought, two distinctive features compared to checking their own profile: a) User can block their profile to be viewed by other users (in the Edit Profile page), and b) a user that sees other user’s profile can follow it and request a connection, that can be accepted or rejected by the other user. These features can be seen in Figure 16. Other interesting feature in this page is that CN3 shows a label on those talks that have been c-scheduled.

Figure 16: The profile page of other user in CN3.
**Edit user profile (UserProfile.php)**

In the top menu, which is not dependent on the conference, it is located a link to the Edit Profile page. The Edit profile page allows the user to modify privacy information (profile visibility, comment visibility, mass emails and user connection request notification), personal information (email, name, position, department, organization, city, country, and website), and information from external services that are useful to provide talks and paper recommendations in CN3 (facebook, linkedIn, citeulike, bibsonomy, mendeley).

![Edit Profile page with sections to edit different profile options.](image)

**Recommended (recommendations3.php)**

Recommendations are a key functionality in CN3 in order to encourage users to authenticate in the system, since they will perceive a value in providing personal information and using the system. The recommendations page has three tabs, providing content-based and tag-based recommendation of talks, and social-based recommendation of CN3 users. Cn3 allows the user to provide feedback and also to rate the recommendations provided, as observed in Figure 18.
Connections (connections.php)

This page allows the user to see a summary of her connections (current and pending requests) in CN3, but also allows the user to identify people that are existent contacts in other services (such as facebook or linkedIn) that exist as users in CN3 and that they can connect inside the system. The main problem with this page relays on the lack of value that users perceive to connect with others inside cn3, and also some problems with the network visualization functionality that most of the time is broken. Figure 19 provides a screenshot of this page.

Attendees list (getAttendee.php)

The Attendees list page, Figure 20, is available for authenticated users that have been confirmed by the conference organizers as real assistants to the conference. On this way, we protect the privacy of users
but we also help them creating their contact network, which is one of the most important activities in conferences.

Figure 20: Attendees list page. It provides different information of users and sorting functionality.

**Backend CN3 functionality**

**Tracking/logging**
CN3 tracks user actions in the table logging. We aim to use this information in order to identify patterns that lead the user to do some actions, to do debugging and to identify attacks to the system. This feature is in constant update since adding new devices (iPhone and Android applications) and new functionality leads to more complex scenarios that might be recorded to be analyzed.

**Crawlers**
In order to enhance the recommendation of papers and talks, we have a set of crawlers scraping information from the internet. Although effective, we haven’t studied deeply the effect of performance of these crawlers in the overall service.

**Recommendation Algorithms**
The recommended page requires recommendation algorithms to execute several off-line calculations, some of them computing intensive. TF-IDF scores of each document, similarity calculations, between other actions make the system more complex than just a simple 3-layer architectural framework. We have not studied the impact in performance of these off-line calculations, neither ways to explain the user how many talks they have to schedule in order to start receiving recommendations.

**Running User studies in CN3**
Recently we have created two tables in the Db (userstudy and userstudylist) in order to provide an initial framework to run user surveys and other related studies among CN3 users. By have the IRB approval but, but with the exception of an network visualization study in the context of other project, we still haven’t prove this functionality.
Current Issues and Prospective Features

- Performance and Scalability: this is a key issue in CN3. Several factors may affect the performance of the system: server-based (DB design and configuration, Web server configurations), client-based (javascript and HTML), and network-based (hosting and network management). We need to design and apply systematic tests in order to identify and solve these issues, especially when users are making a heavy use of the systems during the conference.

- User engagement: How to make the user more willing to log in into the system?
  - Hiding features for non-authenticated users: Analysis that we have done on patterns of actions that users follow when using the system show that they tend to explore the system without considering logging into it. As a team, we have discussed several idea to encourage the user logging in into Cn3 and we have identified two: a) Hide the list of users that have bookmarked a talk in top.php; and b) Hide the list of users that have bookmarked a talk in presentation2.php. In both aforementioned cases, we will replace the list users by a message indicating to the user “to see the list of users that have schedule this talk, you need to log in into the system”.
  - Provide list of authors: Some users have suggested that in some conferences, people choose to watch some author and then they care about the title or other people who may go to the talk. Under this model, it makes sense to provide a list of authors of the conference with links that lead to the paper or papers that they are presenting in a conference.

- Outlook: Features to enhance CN3
  - Add landing page to each conference: This is an important feature, since currently the users go directly to the proceedings, top page or program of the conference, but they don’t have the chance to
  - Allow users to upload content related to their articles/talks: in many cases, users would like to share their presentations by uploading the file or by providing a link.
  - Logging/tracking of user actions: after an attempt t to study the behavior of users in the system some caveats in the current logging functionality that prevents us from identifying the user actions from the system actions in several records. Moreover, there is inconsistency of the records tracked from the web interface compared to the iPhone and Android applications
  - Disable or enable features for user studies: In order to turn CN3 into a research-driven platform, we should be able to turn off and on some features for groups of users in a systematic way. This will allow simple experiments such as AB testing to more complex scenarios to understand mechanisms that lead users to certain actions patterns.